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Great paper describing concentrations and trends from a critical stretch of ocean. The
incorporation of the eOMP is particularly interesting. I was left wishing the authors
had done a bit more with this information. For example, could they have compared
the eOMP reconstructed end-members to the age of those water masses across the
section? Something like this is done in Figure 6 for the LSW, but I was curious to see
it for all the water masses.

The difference between filtered and unfiltered was interesting to see, and I was won-
dering if there was any particle mass data generated by the science team such that a
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dcoss
Note
See new section 5.1 (lines 364-422 in the new ms).

dcoss
Note
We restrited the "Hganthr" approach to the LSW layer, because it is quite difficult to compare different water masses with different "histories" and ages.however, in the new 5.1 section, we discuss the HgT distribution ("corrected" for the AOU) for various SWTs, and infer some conclusions. See lines 384-422 in the new ms.

dcoss
Note
We detailled the HgTF/HgTUNF ratios according to different water masses.See lines 269-280 in the new ms.
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Kd could be generated?

Line 20, why the geometric mean rather than the arithmetic mean? Lines 38-39, net
flow toward the poles? Can the authors comment on how this can be? Evasion at
high latitude is the balance? Line 55, “leading to a doubling”...some of the papers
cited suggested a higher impact, more like factor 3...perhaps put a range in here. Line
95, “several water masses are stacked up from surface to bottom...” sounds a little
awkward. Perhaps change to “several water masses can be identified. Listing them
from top to bottom...” Line 104, change to read “...often notated with a temperature
as a subscript...” Line 119, “LSW has been variably produced in the past fifty years...”
Given the apparent importance of LSW and AMOC as a sink for Hg, is the variability
in LSW production reflected in atmospheric concentrations? For example, at times of
weak LSW formation, was the atmospheric Hg concentration a bit higher than times
when LSW formation was strong? Line 292, a concentration of 63 pmole/L is men-
tioned...typo? Line 323, change “amplitude” to “magnitude”. Later, the phrase “the
position of the upper peaks suggests a relation with the abundance of phytoplankton.”
It was unclear to me what that was based on...abundance of chlorophyll? Line 356,
change “entails the existence of relationships” to “results in a relationship” Line 369-
371, comparing the measured to the predicted values is worthwhile, but I was unclear
what the implications of the correlation coefficient were. The fit should be fairly good
since the measured were used to generate the predicted values...is the point that the
fit is not 100%? The point of the remineralization line in Figure 5 was a little confusing
to me. Is the essential point that the real data vs. AOU have an intercept as opposed
to going through zero? The only difference between the two lines is that one is forced
through the origin and the other is not...so, the discussion about the water masses on
the low AOU end being above the line felt like a “self-fulfilled prophecy.”
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Username
Sticky Note
because data distribution is not Normal; but "slightly" skewed (see line 245-248). See changed lines 20-22 (new manuscript).

Username
Sticky Note
It was not properly written. It has been changed for "toward North". see changes lines 38-39 (new ms).

Username
Sticky Note
Our work is focused on the section (transect) as a 2D model. The flux is estimated across the section. Evasion is not taken into account.We tried to be clear in the new ms:lines 470-487.

Username
Sticky Note
Yes, there is still a debate on that quantification; Thus, we removed this statement.see changes New Manuscript lines 60-63

Username
Sticky Note
OK, thanks for the suggestion. Done line 104 new ms.

Username
Sticky Note
OK, thanks for the suggestion. Done line 105 new ms.

Username
Sticky Note
It is a good point. However, I cannot answer this question. The point, made on figure 6, does not take into account this variability. It a broad picture, assuming that LSW water plume are aging/older eastward. 

Username
Sticky Note
Typo error; it is 0.63 pmol/L. Line 299, new ms.

Username
Sticky Note
OK, thanks for the suggestion. Line 325 new ms.

Username
Sticky Note
OK, thanks for the suggestion. See change line 371 new ms.

Username
Sticky Note
maximum of pigments (data not shown). lines 326-327, New ms.

dcoss
Note
Suspended particulate matter data are not available to calculate Kd

dcoss
Note
The correlation coefficient for AOU is 0.87. In both cases these coefficients are saying that the remainder variance (not explained by the water mass mixing) of HgTunf (29% or (std=0.085)^2)) and AOU (19%) are due to other natural processes different of the mixing of the water masses. Also we should be included the uncertainties of the measurements. It is should be take into account that the standard deviation of the residual of the multilinear fitting is 0.085 pmolL-1 that is the same order that the precision of the measurements (0.12 pmolL-1) .

dcoss
Note
We have entirely rewritten the section 5.1, see lines 384-415 (new ms). The approach is now different, using  "AOU-corrected HgT" concentrations derived from the eOMP calculation and HgT vs AOu relationship  (see new Table 1 and figure 5).

dcoss
Note
Done line 113 new ms.




